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You can also read this newsletter on the Bulletin website.

ENGAGE FOR CHANGE: GENERATION SNOWFLAKE, FACT OR FICTION? THE EXCHANGE BEGINS

The first event of The Exchange: a new initiative, led by the University's External Relations division, designed to encourage free expression.

Read more

STUDENT EXPERIENCE: PLEASE ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO COMPLETE THE STUDENT BAROMETER

We are offering some fantastic prizes as incentives - including £30 vouchers for 30 students weekly throughout November - and two winners of a £500 voucher once the survey closes at the end of the month.

Read more

OUR COMMUNITY: ONE WEEK LEFT TO HAVE YOUR SAY IN THE 2018 STAFF SURVEY
Please take the opportunity to tell us how you feel about the University before the survey closes.

Read more

APPPOINTMENT: SIR JONATHAN FAULL HAS BEEN GIVEN THE TITLE OF HONORARY PROFESSOR AND FELLOW OF UKTPO WITHIN THE BUSINESS SCHOOL
Sussex alum, Sir Jonathan Faull, has recently been given the title of Honorary Professor and Fellow of UKTPO within the Business School.

Read more

GO GREENER: UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX MEETS 'BEES' NEEDS' AND WINS GREEN FLAG AWARD
Efforts to make the University of Sussex campus more bee friendly have been recognised with a Green Flag Bees’ Needs award.

Read more

STUDENT EXPERIENCE: PARLIAMENTARY RECEPTION MARKS 50 YEARS OF SUPPORT FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
A Sussex undergraduate from Egypt and the Head of International Student Support were amongst the guests at a reception at the House of Commons.

Read more

HAHP: PRESTIGIOUS AWARD FOR BOOK DETAILING THE CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE ORCHID
Jim Endersby, Professor of the History of Science, has been awarded a prestigious International History of Science prize.

Read more

OUR COMMUNITY: STAFF TICKETS AVAILABLE TO SEE MATILDA IN THE WEST END
International Student Support in collaboration with the Students' Union Buddy Scheme is running a trip to the West End Musical of Matilda on Wednesday 21 November.

Read more

PARKING: CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT WORKS - IMPACTS ON ROADS AND PARKING
Starting on Monday 19 November, the street lighting along the A27 between Coldean interchange and east of Falmer footbridge will be replaced.

Read more

FIRST THOUGHTS: JASON OLIVER, DIRECTOR OF IT
We speak to Director of Information Technology, Jason Oliver, about his first impressions of the University of Sussex.
OUR LEADING RESEARCH AND OTHER NEWS STORIES

Politics: Trump hung over midterms like a 'monster' while Republicans appeared 'ill at ease'

Physics: How human minds rival problem-solving powers of supercomputers

BSMS: 'Rubber hand illusion' offers clue to Tourette syndrome

Business: Business School lead partner in new Creative Industries Policy and Evidence Centre

Business: Sir Jonathan Faull has been given the title of Honorary Professor and Fellow of UKTPO within the Business School

PS: BIGGER PICTURE - RECORDING OF EVENT NOW ONLINE

This week's PS: Bigger Picture event was the first, dedicated, termly event for Professional Services staff at the University. A video recording of the event is now available online.

Watch now.

ACCA PODCAST: AMIINA IN CONVERSATION

ACCA speaks to Sigur Ros string section, amiina, about the UK premiere of their latest adventure, Fantomas - a special new project that comes to town for CINE-CITY, Brighton's film festival on Saturday 17 November.

Listen now.

ACCA INTERVIEW: WALLFLOWER

ACCA caught up with Manchester-based performance company, Quarantine, to learn more about Wallflower, which comes to the Attenborough Centre for the Creative Arts from November 23-24. Their Artistic Director Richard Gregory explains how Wallflower works and what audiences can expect to see on stage.

Read more.

EVENTS NEXT WEEK: OUR TOP PICKS FOR STAFF

CineCity: Asian Dub Foundation - La Haine (Live Score)
Friday 16 November - 20:00 until 22:00 - ACCA

CineCity: amiina - Fantomas (Live Score)
Saturday 17 November - 20:00 until 22:00 - ACCA

The Future of Famine
Monday 19 November - 17:30 until 19:00 - Chowen Lecture Theatre, BSMS

An age of disruption? Renewable energy driving a transformation of the energy sector
Tuesday 20 November - 19:00 until 20:00 - Fulton Lecture Theatre B

Women's Work: How mothers manage flexible working in careers and family life
Wednesday 21 November - 15:00 until 16:00 - Freeman G31
Staff-only yoga
Wednesday 21 November - 17:45 until 18:45 - Careers & Employability Centre seminar rooms, in the Library

Professorial lecture: We had the experience but missed the meaning (Dry Salvages, T.S.Eliot) - Reflecting on reflection
Wednesday 21 November - 18:00 until 19:00 - Chowen Lecture Theatre, BSMS

Quarantine: Wallflower
Friday 23 November - 20:00 until 21:00 - ACCA

Wellbeing in the Wild and Fundraising Friday 2018
Friday 23 November to Friday 30 November, across campus

View all Sussex events.
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